
 

Steam team's ebullience brings industrial relic back to
life

Maev Kennedy

Maev Kennedy witnesses the world's only working Edward Bull steam engine regain its
former glory

Mon 12 May 2008 07.55 EDT

A sleeping giant of Victorian technology was formally woken by the broadcaster Anna Ford
yesterday, when a 150-year-old steam engine - the only working example of its type anywhere
in the world - was cranked into life.

The 10,000 man-hour restoration of the Bull engine - once at the centre of one of the biggest
patent rows in history – resurrected a machine that last worked for its living in 1944.

"It's a great moment," said Nick Morgan, the project leader at Kew Bridge pumping station in
south London (and, when out of overalls, a senior civil servant at the department of business
and enterprise). "It took a bit longer than we expected, but what an achievement."

To Edward Bull steam engine fanatics, locked for eternity in combat with James Watt
supporters, Kew Bridge pumping station is the Taj Mahal. The restored machine is the largest
surviving Bull engine in the world, the only one known still in its original position, and as of
14.49 yesterday, the only one working.

Bull's designs, overshadowed by his more famous contemporary Watt, were perfected in
Cornwall in the late 18th century. The competition between the two brilliant engineers reached
the courts, and some believe contributed to Bull's early death.

The two types of engine look very different. The Bull is far more compact - and its admirers
argue, more efficient - than the spectacular Watt with its enormous overhead beams. The
courts upheld Watt's claim of breach of patent, and in 1795 an injunction was served
prohibiting building any more Bull engines. Bull died four years later, aged 39, just before the
final judgment that would have imposed punishing fines.

Bull engines were only built again when Watt's patent ran out. The Kew engine - three storeys
high and weighing over 100 tonnes - was built in Cornwall in 1856 for the Grand Junction
Waterworks Company at the awesome cost of £3,000.

It pumped drinking water from Kew to west London until 1944, when all five steam engines,
the Bull and four beam engines, were decommissioned. However, instead of being sold for
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scrap, the leviathans were kept, with the idea even then that the site might become a museum
of the engineering that powered the industrial revolution.

John Porter, a retired merchant marine engineer, estimates that volunteers put in over 10,000
hours of unpaid work into the Bull. Oliver Pearcey, the former head of listing at English
Heritage, started as a volunteer in 1974 and is now chairman of the trust. "Steam is a harsh
mistress," he says.

Grants from the Heritage Lottery fund, charities and individuals helped, but mostly it was just
hard labour: dismantling, cleaning, repairing, polishing and painting every inch, until it
gleamed like jewellery. Almost all the original machinery survived, apart from three pressure
gauges, which probably went home as souvenirs in some boilerman's pocket. The original
cheap screen-printed dials had to be recreated, at fabulous expense, by hand painting.

The worst job was the first: noisy months shovelling out tonnes of oily silt from the dark
basement. This yielded a haul of old bottles, dropped tools, and the false teeth of a long-dead
boiler stoker - his name, H Carter, neatly marked. He earned only 30 bob a week in 1889, so the
loss must have sparked many gummy, mumbled curses on the day he dropped them.

Morgan is already looking thoughtfully at the fifth Kew sleeping giant, the larger 100-inch
engine. "Over my dead body," Porter said, given that the monster cracked its beam as far back
as 1879. They're considering his offer. He is, after all, 75.

• The first public demonstration of the restored Bull will be next weekend at lunctime. For
further information visit kbsm.org.

We have some news …
… three years ago, we knew we had to try to make The Guardian sustainable by deepening our
relationship with our readers. The revenues from our newspaper had diminished and the
technologies that connected us with a global audience had moved advertising money away
from news organisations. We knew we needed to find a way to keep our journalism open and
accessible to everyone, regardless of where they live or what they can afford.

And so, we have an update for you on some good news. Thanks to all the readers who have
supported our independent, investigative journalism through contributions, membership or
subscriptions, we are starting to overcome the urgent financial situation we were faced with.
Today we have been supported by more than a million readers around the world. Our future is
starting to look brighter. But we have to maintain and build on that level of support for every
year to come, which means we still need to ask for your help.

Ongoing financial support from our readers means we can continue pursuing difficult stories in
the challenging times we are living through, when factual reporting has never been more
critical. The Guardian is editorially independent – our journalism is free from commercial bias
and not influenced by billionaire owners, politicians or shareholders. This is important because
it enables us to challenge the powerful and hold them to account. With your support, we can
continue bringing The Guardian’s independent journalism to the world.
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If everyone who reads our reporting, who likes it, enjoys it, helps to support it, our future
would be so much more secure. For as little as $1, you can support The Guardian – and it only
takes a minute. Thank you.
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